
Areas of Regular Polygons

546 Chapter 10 Area

Lesson 8-2

Find the area of each regular polygon. If your answer involves a radical, leave
it in simplest radical form.

1. 2. 3.

Find the perimeter of the regular polygon.

4. a hexagon with sides of 4 in. 24 in. 5. an octagon with sides of cm

New Vocabulary • radius of a regular polygon • apothem

2"3

10 m
10 ft10 cm

What You’ll Learn
• To find the area of a

regular polygon

. . . And Why
To find the area of pieces of
honeycomb material used to
build boats, as in Example 3

You can circumscribe a circle about any regular 
polygon. The center of a regular polygon is
the center of the circumscribed circle. The 

is the distance from the center to a
vertex. The is the perpendicular
distance from the center to a side.

Finding Angle Measures

The figure at the right is a regular pentagon with radii 
and an apothem drawn. Find the measure of each 
numbered angle.

m&1 = = 72 Divide 360 by the number of sides.

m&2 = m&1
The apothem bisects the vertex angle

= (72) = 36
of the isosceles triangle formed by the radii.

90 + 36 + m&3 = 180 The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is 180.

m&3 = 54

m&1 = 72, m&2 = 36, and m&3 = 54

At the right, a portion of a regular octagon has 
radii and an apothem drawn. Find the measure 
of each numbered angle. 3
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apothem
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Center
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Apothem
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25 cm2"3

50 ft2

ml1 ≠ 45; ml2 ≠ 22.5; ml3 ≠ 67.5

cm16"3

m2100"3
3

Check Skills You’ll Need GO for Help

The terms radius and
apothem (AP uh them)
can each refer to either a
segment or its length.

Vocabulary Tip
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10-310-3
1. Plan
Objectives
1 To find the area of a regular

polygon

Examples
1 Finding Angle Measures
2 Finding the Area of a Regular

Polygon
3 Real-World Connection

Math Background

A regular n-gon can be constructed
by using n adjacent congruent
angles with measure . The
intersection of the angle sides
and any circle centered at the
common vertex are the vertices 
of the regular n-gon. Thus a
regular inscribed n-gon shares 
a center and radius with the
circumscribing circle. As n
increases, the n-gon approaches 
a circle.

More Math Background: p. 530C

Lesson Planning and
Resources

See p. 530E for a list of the
resources that support this lesson.

Bell Ringer Practice

Check Skills You’ll Need
For intervention, direct students to:

Using Special Triangles
Lesson 8-2: Examples 1, 3, 4
Extra Skills, Word Problems, Proof

Practice, Ch. 8

Finding Area of Parallelograms
and Triangles
Lesson 10-1: Examples 1, 3,
Extra Skills, Word Problems, Proof

Practice, Ch. 10

360
n

PowerPoint

Special Needs
Before Example 1, ask: Is the radius or the apothem
longer? radius In a regular polygon, what do the
radius and apothem each bisect? A radius bisects an
angle of a polygon and an apothem bisects a side.

Below Level
While working through Example 1, have students
discuss why the five triangles formed by the radii must
be congruent.

L2L1

learning style: verbal learning style: verbal
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Suppose you have a regular n-gon with side s. The radii 
divide the figure into n congruent isosceles triangles.
Each isosceles triangle has area equal to as.

Since there are n congruent triangles, the area of 
the n-gon is A = n ? as. The perimeter p of the 
n-gon is ns. Substituting p for ns results in a formula  
for the area in terms of a and p: A = ap.

Finding the Area of a Regular Polygon

Find the area of a regular decagon with a 12.3-in.
apothem and 8-in. sides.

p = ns Find the perimeter.

= 10(8) = 80 in.
A decagon has 10 sides,
so n ≠ 10.

Use the formula for the area A = ap
of a regular polygon.

= (12.3)(80) = 492

The regular decagon has area 492 in.2.

Find the area of a regular pentagon with 11.6-cm sides and an 8-cm apothem.

Boat Racing Some boats used for racing have bodies 
made of a honeycomb of regular hexagonal prisms 
sandwiched between two layers of outer material.
At the right is an end of one hexagonal cell.
Find its area.

The radii form six 608 angles at the center. You can
use a 308-608-908 triangle to find the apothem a.

a = 5 longer leg ≠ · shorter leg

p = ns Find the perimeter of the hexagon.

= 6(10) = 60 Substitute 6 for n and 10 for s.

A = ap Find the area.

= (5 )(60) Substitute for a and 60 for p.

< 259 .80762 Use a calculator.

The area is about 260 mm2.

The side of a regular hexagon is 16 ft. Find the area of the hexagon.33Quick Check
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Key Concepts Theorem 10-6 Area of a Regular Polygon

The area of a regular polygon is half the product 
of the apothem and the perimeter.

A = ap1
2 

a

p

232 cm2

384 ft2"3
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2. Teach

Guided Instruction

Additional Examples

A portion of a regular hexagon
has apothem and radii drawn.
Find the measure of each
numbered angle.

ml1 ≠ 60; ml2 ≠ 30; 
ml3 ≠ 60

Find the area of a regular
polygon with twenty 12-in. sides
and a 37.9-in. apothem.  4548 in.2

A library is a regular octagon.
Each side is 18.0 ft. The radius of
the octagon is 23.5 ft. Find the
area of the library to the nearest
10 ft.  

about 1560 ft2

Resources
• Daily Notetaking Guide 10-3

• Daily Notetaking Guide 10-3—
Adapted Instruction

Closure

Find the area of a regular
pentagon with 7.2-ft sides 
and a 6.1-ft radius.

about 88 ft2 or 89 ft2

6.1 ft6.1 ft

7.2 ft

L1

L3

23.5 ft

18.0 ft

33

22

3

2
1

11

Advanced Learners
After Example 3, have students write formulas for the
areas of regular hexagons, one with sides of length s
and the other with apothem of length a.

English Language Learners ELL
Help students with the term circumscribe in
“circumscribe a circle about any regular polygon.”
Have them break it into its prefix circum- which
means “around” and its root scribe which means 
“to write.”

L4

learning style: verballearning style: verbal

PowerPoint



Each regular polygon has radii and apothem as shown. Find the measure of 
each numbered angle.

1. 2. 3.

Find the area of each regular polygon with the given apothem a and side length s.

4. pentagon, a = 24.3 cm, s = 35.3 cm 5. 7-gon, a = 29.1 ft, s = 28 ft 

6. octagon, a = 60.4 in., s = 50 in. 7. nonagon, a = 27.5 in., s = 20 in.

8. decagon, a = 19 m, s = 12.3 m 9. dodecagon, a = 26.1 cm, s = 14 cm

Find the area of each regular polygon. Round your answer to the nearest tenth.

10. 11. 12.

13. Art The smaller triangles in the Minneapolis sculpture
at the left are equilateral. Each has a 12.7-in. radius.
What is the area of each to the nearest square inch?

Find the area of each regular polygon with the given radius 
or apothem. If your answer is not an integer, leave it in 
simplest radical form.

14. 15.

16. 17. 18.

Find the measures of the angles formed by (a) two consecutive radii and (b) a
radius and a side of the given regular polygon.

19. pentagon 20. octagon 21. nonagon 22. dodecagon 

23. Satellites One of the smallest space satellites ever developed has the shape of
a pyramid. Each of the four faces of the pyramid is an equilateral triangle with
sides about 13 cm long. What is the area of one equilateral triangular face of
the satellite? Round your answer to the nearest whole number. 73 cm2

Apply Your SkillsBB

4 in.

5 m6��3 m

8��3 in.
6 cm

6 m8 in.
18 ft

Example 3
(page 547)

Example 2
(page 547)
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Example 1
(page 546)

Practice and Problem Solving
For more exercises, see Extra Skill, Word Problem, and Proof Practice.EXERCISES

Practice by ExampleAA

ml1 ≠ 120; ml2 ≠ 60;
ml3 ≠ 30

2144.475 cm2 2851.8 ft2

12,080 in.2 2475 in.2

1168.5 m2 2192.4 cm2

841.8 ft2 27.7 in.2

210 in.2

93.5 m2

ml4 ≠ 90; ml5 ≠ 45;
ml6 ≠ 45

ml7 ≠ 60; ml8 ≠ 30;
ml9 ≠ 60

548 Chapter 10 Area

12.7 in.

30�

s

s
2

72 cm2

162 m2"3 75 m2"3 12 in.2"3

384 in.2"3

a. 72  b. 54 a. 45 b. 67.5 a. 40 b. 70 a. 30 b. 75

For a guide to solving
Exercise 23, see p. 552.

for HelpGO

GO for
Help

Exercise 13
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3. Practice
Assignment Guide

A B 1-35
C Challenge 36-38

Test Prep 39-43
Mixed Review 44-50

Homework Quick Check
To check students’ understanding
of key skills and concepts, go over
Exercises 4, 16, 26, 27, 34.

Error Prevention!

Exercises 14–18 Have students
state whether segments are radii
or apothems to help them apply
the area formula correctly.

Exercise 24 Note how the answer
choices differ widely. This means
students can estimate the area to
identify the correct answer
choice, and do not need a
calculator.

Exercise 27 Recommend that
students write out the theorems
they use.

1

Guided Problem SolvingGPS

Enrichment

Reteaching

Adapted Practice

Practice 10-3 Surface Areas of Prisms and Cylinders

Find the lateral area of each cylinder to the nearest tenth.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Find (a) the lateral area and (b) the surface area of each prism. Round your
answers to the nearest whole number.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

Find the surface area of each cylinder in terms of π.

13. 14. 15. r = 5 ft

24 ft

d � 7 cm

10 cm

r = 1 m

3 m

15 ft

8 ft
50 ft15 m

20 m

25 m

3 cm

4 cm

4 cm

10 mm

9 mm

6 mm

12 in.

9 in.
16 in.

15 m

8 m

8 m

9 cm

d � 3 cm
d � 7 ft

2 ft

6 m

r � 3 m

d � 9 cm

8 cm

16 ft

d � 11 ft

d
�
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0 
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L3

L4

L2

L1

L3

28. a–c. 35. The apothem is # to a
side of the pentagon.
Two right > are formed
with the radii of the
pentagon. So the > are
O by HL. Therefore the 

' formed by the
apothem and radii are 
O by CPCTC, and the
apothem bisects the
vertex l.



Lesson Quiz

Use the portion of the regular
decagon for Exercises 1–3.

1. Find m&1.  36

2. Find m&2.  18

3. Find m&3.  72

4. Find the area of a regular 
9-sided figure with a 9.6-cm
apothem and 7-cm side.  
302.4 cm2

For Exercises 5 and 6, find the
area of each regular polygon.
Leave your answer in simplest
radical form.

5.

48 m2 

6.

6 in.2 

Alternative Assessment

Provide each student with a 
copy of a regular polygon. Have
students explain in detail what
the formula A = ap means 
for their polygons and justify 
the formula in writing, using
constructions where appropriate.

1
2

"3

2 in.

"3

4 m

2

1

3

PowerPoint

4. Assess & Reteach

36. For reg. n-gon ABCDE. . . ,
let P be the intersection
of the bisectors of
lABC and lBCD.

,
lBCP O lDCP, and

, so #BCP O
#DCP, and lCBP O

lCDP by CPCTC. Since
lBCP is half the size of
lABC and lABC O
lCDE, lCDP is half the
size of lCDE. By a
similar argument, P is on
the bisector of each l
around the polygon. The

smaller ' formed by
each of the l bisectors
are all O. By the Conv. of
the Isosc. # Thm., each
of >APB, BPC, CPD,
etc., are isosc. with

, etc. 

Thus, P is equidistant
from the polygon’s
vertices, so P is the
center of the polygon
and the l bis. are radii.

AP O BP O CPCP O CP

BC O DC

549
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24. Multiple Choice The gazebo in 
the photo is built in the shape 
of a regular octagon. Each side 
is 8 ft long, and its apothem is 
9.7 ft. What is the area enclosed 
by the gazebo?   D

38.8 ft2 77.6 ft2

232.8 ft2 310.4 ft2

25. The area of a regular polygon is 36 in.2. Find the length of a side if the polygon
has the given number of sides. Round your answer to the nearest tenth.
a. 3  9.1 in. b. 4  6 in. c. 6 3.7 in.
d. Estimation Suppose the polygon is a pentagon. What would you expect the

length of its side to be? Explain. See left.

26. A portion of a regular decagon has radii and 
an apothem drawn. Find the measure of each
numbered angle.

27. Writing Explain why the radius of a regular 
polygon is greater than the apothem. See left.

28. Constructions Use a compass to construct a circle. 28a–c. See margin.
a. Construct four perpendicular radii of the circle.
b. Construct radii that bisect each of the four right angles.
c. Connect the consecutive points where the radii intersect the circle. What

regular polygon have you constructed?  regular octagon
d. Critical Thinking How can a circle help you construct a regular hexagon? 

29. A regular hexagon has perimeter 120 m. Find its area.

30. Open-Ended Create a design using equilateral triangles and regular hexagons
that have sides of the same length. Find the area of the completed design.

Find the area of each regular polygon. Show your answers in simplest radical form
and rounded to the nearest tenth.

31. 32. 33.

34. To find the area of an equilateral 
triangle, you can use the formula
A = or A = . A third way to 
find the area of an equilateral triangle 
is to use the formula A = .

Verify the formula A =
in two ways as follows:
a. Find the area of Figure 1 using the formula A = . 34a–b. See left.

b. Find the area of Figure 2 using the formula A = .1
2 ap

1
2 bh

1
4s

2!3

1
4s

2!3

1
2 ap1

2 bh s s

s
2

s
2

Figure 1 Figure 2

10��3 m

4 cm

8 cm

3

2

1ml1 ≠ 36; ml2 ≠ 18; 
ml3 ≠ 72

25d. Answers may vary.
Sample: About 4
in.; the length of a
side of a pentagon
should be between
3.7 in. and 6 in.

27. The apothem is
one leg of a rt. k
and the radius is
the hypotenuse.

GPS

600 m2"3

34a. b ≠ s; h ≠ s

A ≠ bh

A ≠ s ? s

A ≠ s2

34b. apothem ≠ ;

A ≠ ap ≠ ( )(3s)

≠ s2"31
4

s"3
6

1
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1
2

s"3
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2
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2
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GO nline
Homework Help
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: aue-1003

lesson quiz, PHSchool.com, Web Code: aua-1003

128 cm2
24 cm2,
41.6 cm2

"3
900 m2,
1558.8 m2

"3

Construct a 60° angle with the vertex at circle’s center.

Check students’ work.
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35. For Example 1 on page 546, write a proof that the apothem bisects the vertex
angle of the isosceles triangle formed by the radii. See margin.

36. Prove that the bisectors of the angles of a regular polygon (given congruent
sides and angles) are concurrent and that they are, in fact, radii of the polygon.
(Hint: For regular n-gon ABCDE . . ., let P be the intersection of the bisectors
of &ABC and &BCD. Show that must be the bisector of &CDE.)

37. Coordinate Geometry A regular octagon 
with center at the origin and radius 4 is 
graphed in the coordinate plane.
a. Since V2 lies on the line y = x, its 

x- and y-coordinates are equal. Use the
Distance Formula to find the
coordinates of V2 to the nearest tenth.

b. Use the coordinates of V2 and the
formula A = to find the area of
#V1OV2 to the nearest tenth.

c. Use your answer to part (b) to find the 
area of the octagon to the nearest whole number.

38. In #ABC,&C is acute.
a. Show that the area of
#ABC = sin C.

b. Complete: The area of a triangle is 
half the product of 9 and the sine 
of the 9 angle. two sides; included

c. Show that the area of a regular n-gon 

with radius r is sin .

39. What is the area of a regular pentagon whose apothem is 25.1 mm and
perimeter is 182 mm?  B
A. 913.6 mm2 B. 2284.1 mm2 C. 3654.6 mm2 D. 4568.2 mm2

40. The area of a regular octagonal garden is 1235.2 yd2. The apothem is 
19.3 yd. What is the perimeter of the garden? F
F. 128 yd G. 154.4 yd H. 186.6 yd J. 192 yd

41. The radius of a regular hexagonal sandbox is 5 ft. What is the area to the
nearest square foot? B
A. 30 ft2 B. 65 ft2 C. 75 ft2 D. 130 ft2

42. The perimeter of a regular decagon is 220 in. Its radius is 35.6 in.
a. Explain how to use the given information to find its area.
b. Find the area. 42a–b. See margin.

43. In regular hexagon ABCDEF, BC = 8 ft.
a. Find the area of #BCG.
b. Find the area of hexagon ABCDEF.
c. Describe two different methods for

finding the area of hexagon ABCDEF.

B

F E

C

A D
G

!3Extended Response

Short Response

Multiple Choice

Q360n Rnr2
2
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ProofChallengeCC

Proof

 Test Prep

ConnectionReal-World

Horizontal cross sections of the
Wenfeng Pagoda in Yangzhou,
China, are regular octagons.

See margin, p. 551.

(2.8, 2.8)

5.6 units2

45 units2

43a–c. See margin.

A =  bh and
h = a sin C

1
2

Form n > with the radii. 
A(each k) = r2 sin , so A = sin .Q360

n Rnr2

2Q360
n R1

2

42. [2] a. Divide the
decagon into 10 O
>. Consider one k
with hyp. of 35.6
and leg 11. The
apothem can be
found using the
Pyth. Thm., so 
(35.6)2 – 112 ≠
1146.36 and leg N

33.9 in.

b. A N (33.9)(220) ≠
3729 in.2

[1] incorrect calculation
and correct
explanation OR
correct calculation
and no explanation

43. [4] a. Area of kBCG ≠

b. Area of ABCDEF ≠

6 � 48 ≠ 288 ."3"3

1
2

bh ≠ (8 )(12) ≠ 48 ."3"31
2

1
2

550

c. Find the area of
one k and mult. 
by 6 or use the
formula for the
area of a reg.
polygon.

[3] appropriate methods,
but with one
computational error

[2] incorrect formulas
OR no explanation

[1] incorrect
calculations, correct
explanation

Test Prep

Resources
For additional practice with a
variety of test item formats:
• Standardized Test Prep, p. 593
• Test-Taking Strategies, p. 588
• Test-Taking Strategies with

Transparencies
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44. Find the area of a kite with diagonals 8 m and 11.5 m. 46 m2

45. The area of a kite is 150 in.2. The length of one diagonal is 10 in. Find the length
of the other diagonal. 30 in.

46. The area of a trapezoid is 42 m2. The trapezoid has a height of 7 m and one
base of 4 m. Find the length of the other base. 8 m

Name the pairs of triangles you would have to prove congruent so that the
indicated congruences are true by CPCTC.

Given: &DAB > &CBA,
> ,
bisects &ADB,
bisects &BCA.

47. > 48. > 49. &DFA > &CGB  

50. a. Biology The size of a jaguar’s territory depends on how much food is
available. Where there is a lot of food, such as in a forest, jaguars have
circular territories about 3 mi in diameter. Use 3.14 for p to estimate the
area of such a region to the nearest tenth. 7.1 mi2

b. Where food is less available, a jaguar may need up to 200 mi2. Estimate the
radius of this circular territory. about 8 mi

Find the area of each figure.

1. 2. 3.

Find the area of each trapezoid, rhombus, or regular polygon.
You may leave answers in simplest radical form.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. A regular hexagon has a radius of 3 m. Find the area. Show your answer in
simplest radical form and rounded to the nearest tenth.

!3

8 in.

4 yd3 ft

6 in.
18 in.

12 in.

9 in.

6 m

10 m

6 m

16 cm 14 cm

8 cm21 in.

8 in.

Lesson 1-9

BFAGBDAC

CG
DF

BCAD

A BGF

CD

Lesson 4-4

Lesson 10-2

Mixed ReviewMixed Review

kDAB and kCBA kACG and kBDF kDFA and kCGB

GO for
Help

Checkpoint Quiz 1 Lessons 10-1 through 10-3

84 in.2

135 in.2 58.5 m2
72 in.2"3

27 ft2"3 32 yd2 16 in.2"3

112 cm2
48 m2

13 m 9 m

m2; 70.1 m281!3
2
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Use this Checkpoint Quiz to check
students’ understanding of the
skills and concepts of Lessons 10-1
through 10-3.

Resources
Grab & Go
• Checkpoint Quiz 1 


